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Description. The Panzer 38(t) was a conventional inter-war tank design, with riveted armour. The armour
varied in thickness from 10 mm to 25 mm in most versions.
Panzer 38(t) - Wikipedia
The Panzerkampfwagen IV (PzKpfw IV), commonly known as the Panzer IV, was a German medium tank
developed in the late 1930s and used extensively during the Second World War.Its ordnance inventory
designation was Sd.Kfz. 161.. The Panzer IV was the most widely manufactured German tank and the
second-most widely manufactured German armored fighting vehicle of the Second World War, with some
8,500 ...
Panzer IV - Wikipedia
Compared to this vehicle, 2nd/3rd generation tank hunters were based on mediums or heavy tank chassis.
The nimblest of these was the StuG III Ausf.G, based on the now obsolescent Panzer III chassis. Light tanks
had served to develop the first generation of tanks hunters, improvised in 1941-42 with bulky, tall
superstructures, while the AT gun was just basically welded on.
Jagdpanzer 38(t) Hetzer - Tank Encyclopedia
Il Panzer 38(t), abbreviazione di Panzerkampfwagen 38(t), fu un carro armato medio di origine cecoslovacca
usato dall'esercito tedesco durante la seconda guerra mondiale. Ãˆ conosciuto anche come TNH-PS, nome
dato al primo prototipo, o LT vz. 38, denominazione ufficiale usata dall'esercito cecoslovacco, il quale non
riuscÃ¬ comunque ad utilizzarlo in battaglia a causa dell'occupazione tedesca.
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